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Erebos Strike Walker

The Erebos is a high speed attack walker, 
generally fielded in infiltration and support 
operations. Its primary role is to harass enemy 
armour concentrations. It carries an EM field 
disruption projector, a device which severely 
disrupts optical and electronic targeting 
equipment of all nearby enemy units. A 
single, well placed Erebos can severely 
reduce the effectiveness of fire of an entire 
enemy armoured group. However, such a 
role makes the lightly armoured Erebos and 
obvious target, leading to the highest mortality 
rate in the entire PHR army. Selection for 
Erebos squadrons are strictly volunteer only 
and attracts the bravest (or most foolhardy) 
pilots the PHR has to offer. The potentially 

devastating effectiveness of the Erebos still gives it a place in PHR military doctrine however, since the lives of 
just one or two pilots can often be decisive in bringing victory. 

Like its cousin the Apollo, the Erebos can be armed with either a lighter version of the standard RX-1 Railgun or 
with the Manslayer, a conventional cannon armed with advanced, air-bursting munitions.

The Erebos is based around the lighter Type-3 Strike Walker chassis. Type-3 walkers are considerably faster than 
Type-1’s and have only recently been observed on the frontline. Type-3 chassis are equipped with more powerful 
drive systems and better motion damping hardware than Type-1 and 2’s, allowing Erebos pilots to close into 
effective EM disruption range at high speed.

Transport**: 1x Poseidon Heavy Dropship (6 units each) or 1-3 Neptune Medium Dropships (2 units each)

* Special rule - EM Disruption Field Generator: This device severely disrupts the targeting devices and 
optics of enemy units in close proximity to the Erebos. All enemy weapons within 12” of the Erebos suffer a +1Ac 
modifier, a +2Ac modifier if within 6” and a +3Ac modifier if within 3” (to a maximum of 6+). Measure this distance 
as you would measure weapon range. This effect is NOT cumulative if multiple Ereboses are in range (use the 
highest relevant EM Distruption Field Generator modifier only).

NOTE: This unit uses the Through Cover weapon type. Please refer to the ‘Experimental Rules: 
New Mechanics’ document for rules.

WEAPONS E Sh Ac R(f) R(c) MF Arc Special

RX1-L Railgun (Erebos-A) 10 1 2+ ∞ 24” 6” F/S

RX-13 Manslayer (Erebos-B) 6 3 2+ 48” 12” 6” F/S Through Cover
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8 6” A 2 45/40 Vehicle Support Standard 2/4/6 Walker, *
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